Abstract: Path induction is a technique used to speed the process of making multiple exact evaluations of a sequential allocation procedure, where the options are discrete and their outcomes follow a discrete distribution. Multiple evaluations are needed for determining criteria such as maxima or minima over parameter regions (where the location of the extremal value is unknown in advance), for visualizing characteristics such as robustness, or for obtaining the distribution of a statistic rather than just its mean. By using an initial phase to determine the number of paths reaching each terminal state, the subsequent evaluations are far faster than repeated use of standard evaluation techniques. Algorithms are given for fully sequential and staged sequential procedures, and the procedures can be either deterministic or random. The procedures can be generated by any technique (including dynamic programming or ad hoc approaches), and the evaluations performed can be quite flexible and need not be related to the method of obtaining the procedure. While the emphasis is on path induction, the techniques used to speed up the analyses of staged allocation procedures can also be used to improve backward induction for such procedures. If multiple evaluations need to be carried out, however, path induction will still be far superior. For each parameter configuration to be evaluated, one reduces the time by a factor of Ò, where Ò is the size of the experiment, by using path induction rather than the standard technique of backward induction. In some settings the savings is significantly greater than Ò.
Introduction
Sequential allocation procedures use accruing data to control their decisions, rather than making all decisions in advance of any data collection. For example, allocating jobs to servers based on observed queue lengths is a sequential allocation procedure. Another important example, which motivates the work in this paper, is the use of sequential allocation procedures to determine how best to assign patients to treatments in a clinical trial. Conventional clinical trial designs use fixed allocation schemes in which, for example, half of the patients are assigned to each of two treatments. Such methods, while excellent from a statistical point of view, may interfere with other trial criteria such as minimizing losses to patients. Sequential procedures allow researchers to address a variety of trial goals that would be impossible to accommodate under fixed allocation schemes.
To keep the example simple, let us assume that each patient response is an independent Bernoulli random variable, with outcomes either "live" or "die". Next, suppose that we want to design a trial in which we gather sufficient experimental information to arrive at a terminal decision regarding the best treatment while simultaneously reducing the average number of patients who die during the experiment itself. Let Ì ½ and Ì ¾ be two therapies each having an unknown probability Ô , ½ ¾, that any given patient will live or die. It is assumed that the patient responses are independent both of the therapies to which they are assigned and of one another. If we are allowed to utilize patient outcomes as the trial ensues, then our ability to direct more patients to the apparently better therapy increases over time. Thus, a goal such as minimizing patient deaths is now addressable. Similarly, in industrial settings one may utilize adaptive allocation procedures to address estimation problems where there are also cost considerations that vary with the options or outcomes.
Unfortunately, while the adaptive features of sequential procedures make them more flexible and, often, more efficient than fixed allocation procedures, they also make them more complex to analyze and optimize. Due to analytical difficulties, sequential procedures are often overlooked, even when they can offer substantial benefits. Fortunately, advances in computer technology are making computational analyses more practicable and are expanding the range of sequential procedures that can be considered. The well-known techniques of dynamic programming and backward induction, both of which proceed from the end of the experiment toward the front, can be used for optimization and evaluation, respectively, when the options and outcomes are finite.
Still, there are many situations that remain computationally challenging. For example, suppose that in our clinical trial experiment, we have determined how to allocate the patients to minimize the expected number of deaths, and we now want to evaluate a characteristic of the procedure such as the probability that we will correctly identify the better therapy at the termination of the trial provided that the two success probabilities differ by at least AE ¼. This problem combines the goals of two well-known design problems as well as both frequentist and Bayesian viewpoints. The first problem is the finite horizon, Bernoulli twoarmed bandit problem (2-AB), an allocation procedure of considerable vintage [4, 6] . In this problem one samples sequentially from either of two dichotomous populations ("arms") in an attempt to maximize the number of successes garnered after having taken a total of Ò observations. Bandit problems are typically approached from a Bayesian framework, that is, one in which it is assumed that the unknown parameters are themselves random variables. The distributions for the parameters are referred to as being prior distributions, and in the present problem it's quite common, at least initially, to assume that these distributions are uniform.
In this scenario, the problem that is combined with the bandit problem is a classical best selection problem, in which one seeks to optimize the probability of correctly selecting the population with the higher success probability (the probability of correct selection (P(CS))). The P(CS) is based on having observed a total of Ò responses and the assumption that the probabilities differ by at least AE; see [3] for more details 1.00
Probability of Correct Selection P P P P P P P P P P P P P P on these problems. In this best choice problem, it is known that one is least likely to make a correct selection when the success probabilities differ by exactly AE. However, in general, it is not known which pair of probabilities achieves the minimum. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate some collection of success probabilities until the minimum has been located to sufficient accuracy. One curve in Figure 1 represents the P(CS Ô ½ Ô ¾ ) for the optimal 2-AB strategy as Ô ½ and Ô ¾ vary, subject to Ô ¾ Ô ½ ¼ ½. The other curve in Figure 1 represents P(CS Ô ½ Ô ¾ ) for the simple ad hoc scheme "play the winner" (see Section 6.1). Note that each point in these plots represents a new evaluation of an allocation procedure. Furthermore, note that the measure represented by the 2-AB curve is a frequentist analysis of a Bayesian bandit design. Had the P(CS Ô ½ Ô ¾ ) been integrated with respect to the prior distributions of Ô ½ Ô ¾ or both, then the design and the analysis parts of the problem would be considered Bayesian. We emphasize the difference between design and analysis assumptions for a couple of reasons. First it shows that investigators can analyze their experimental data independently of the Bayesian assumptions used to generate the optimal design. Note that the design being evaluated may also be based on an ad hoc approach. Second, frequentist analyses of sequential designs often require very different computational approaches than do Bayesian analyses. While it has occasionally been possible to perform the sort of multiple evaluations needed for Figure 1 by using exact analytical expressions, this is quite rare and has tended to limit investigators to using simple procedures that are optimized for analytical tractability rather than for usefulness. Historically, the standard approach for obtaining exact results has been simply to run backward induction multiple times, once per evaluation. This approach can be quite time consuming and severely limits the number of evaluations attempted and/or the size of experiment that researchers can analyze. Typically, in fact, investigators will carry out only a single evaluation and obtain only a single output such as the minimum risk achievable when following an optimal strategy. This information, by itself, is of limited use in practice. It's true that such outputs are useful in allowing investigators to evaluate how close specific procedures are to the optimum and also to evaluate how close asymptotic approximations are to the true value. On the other hand, bringing adaptive techniques into practical use requires that researchers gain a significantly better understanding of the characteristics not only of the optimal procedures but also of the suboptimal procedures that may have other features to recommend them. This is where path induction, a far more efficient algorithm, comes into play. Path induction supplies a method for efficiently obtaining multiple evaluations of a procedure, independent of the method used in generating the procedure. This allows us to rapidly compute the information shown in Figure 1 .
Another example of an operating characteristic made readily accessible by path induction is given in Figure 2 , where we show a surface plot of the expected successes lost as Ô ½ and Ô ¾ vary over the parameter space, for the optimal solution to the 2-AB problem. Expected successes lost refers to the expected number of successes that would occur if the better arm were used exclusively, minus the number that occurred using the procedure. Issues related to the generation of Figure 2 are that the criterion needed to be evaluated multiple times to produce the desired resolution, that analytical evaluations are apparently impossible, and that all calculations (including the determination of the solution to the 2-AB) took less than one minute. Unlike some other forward techniques, path induction consists of two phases: initialization and evaluation. The initialization phase works from the front of the experiment toward its conclusion, determining the number of paths that reach each terminal state. The evaluation phase then performs each evaluation using only the terminal states and the path counts. Because only the evaluation phase needs to be reiterated when evaluating a procedure for a variety of different parameter configurations, path induction requires significantly fewer calculations than forward methods that are direct counterparts of backward induction. Such methods require repeating the entire process each time a new parameter configuration is evaluated.
In earlier work, we have referred to the technique of path induction as forward induction, an appropriate name but one that we have found can cause confusion. There are a number of scenarios that call for forward algorithmic procedures, any of which may reasonably be called forward induction. For example, Gittins's procedure for solving certain multiarmed bandit problems has also been termed forward induction [8] . This is a procedure in which a dynamic allocation index for each arm is calculated at each stage and the next experiment chosen is the one corresponding to the highest allocation index. Gittins's technique was a major breakthrough in the theory of bandit problems since it defined scenarios in which one could obtain optimal solutions by moving forward rather than backward through the state space. "Forward induction" arguments are also sometimes used to prove that various adaptive algorithms, such as queuing algorithms, make optimal choices. Similarly, there is a variety of other algorithmic techniques that utilize path computation and state indexing. For example, the network algorithms used for computing exact distributions in the statistical package STATXACT use paths and states [13] . However, these algorithms are quite different from those discussed here. A simulation study is yet another forward process, and in an effort to decrease the variance of a simulation or Monte Carlo study, some researchers utilize an initial forward induction stage to get the exact probability of reaching each state near the beginning, and take it on from there with the simulation study. This variance-reduction approach reduces the time needed to achieve a given accuracy. Still, it does not have the time-saving features of the path induction approach, since each change in parameters requires redoing the forward process.
Path induction is exact and applicable to a wide range of procedures, analyses and criteria. While the technique will be explained in the context of deterministic procedures, it can easily be adapted to randomized procedures as well (see Section 6.4). The primary requirements for its use are that there be a finite number of alternatives being allocated (called arms), each of which has a finite number of possible outcomes (the set of outcomes on different arms need not be the same), and that all observations be independent of each other. Throughout this paper, these conditions are assumed.
The implementation details, and relative advantages, of path induction depend upon the procedure being evaluated. Path induction will first be described in a fairly general setting in Section 2, and then specialized to fully sequential procedures (Section 3) and staged sequential procedures (Section 5). A few extensions of various forms are discussed in Section 6. This list of variations is not exhaustive, but indicates many useful approaches.
Throughout, the time and space requirements will be analyzed using standard "generalized O-notation", so that ´Òµ ¢ ´Òµµ means that there exist positive constants , , AE 
General Case
To describe path induction, one needs the notion of the states of an experiment. Basically, a state is just a set of sufficient statistics describing a possible outcome (either intermediate or final) of the experiment. For example, if there are two arms, one of which is a coin and the other a die, then a state is just an 8-tuple consisting of the number of heads observed, the number of tails observed, and the number of times each face of the die was observed. In general, one wants the state space to be as concise as possible. However, in some cases one needs states with information beyond that of the sufficient statistics. For example, consider the following procedure: Procedure : Flip a coin three times. If the outcome is a head followed by two tails, then stop; otherwise flip once more and stop.
In , the number of heads observed and number of tails observed is a sufficient statistic, but is not adequate to describe the workings of the experiment since this treats head-tail-tail the same as tail-head-tail, while the procedure treats them differently. Therefore states need to have enough information to describe the statistical outcome and to determine the actions of the procedure. For , one might choose the state space to be the initial state 0 (this will be used throughout to denote the state where no observations have yet been taken), states (3,0), (2,1), (0,3), TTH, THT, and HTT to represent the results of the initial flips, and states (4,0), (3,1), (2,2), (1, 3) , and (0,4) to represent the outcomes after the fourth flip, where´ Øµ denotes the fact that heads and Ø tails were observed. Of these states, HTT, (4,0), (3,1), (2,2), (1, 3) , and (0,4) are terminal.
To evaluate a criteria via dynamic programming or backward induction, one proceeds from the end towards the beginning of the procedure. For example, in the above experiment, suppose that the goal is to find the expected number of heads observed. Let ´ µ denote the expected value of the criteria, given that state occurred. The goal, therefore, is to evaluate ´¼µ. For any terminal state´ Øµ, ´ Øµ , and for the terminal state À Ì Ì , ´À Ì Ì µ ½ . Once the value is known for all immediate successors of a state , then it can be evaluated for that state by
where ÔÖÓ ´ ¼ µ is the probability of reaching ¼ from without passing through any other states along the way. One keeps applying this formula recursively until the initial state 0 is evaluated. This is illustrated in Figure 3 , where it is assumed that a single flip of the (biased) coin has probability 0.6 of being a head. 
where Ô Ø ×´ ¼ µ is the number of paths from ¼ to that do not pass through any other states. The calculation of È values for procedure is shown in Figure 4 , and an algorithm for the general case is given in Figure 5 .
In Figure 5 , the condition "if È´ ¼ µ evaluated" means that all predecessors of ¼ have added their contribution to È´ ¼ µ. A similar condition, checking that all successors have contributed, would also occur in an implementation of backward induction. Usually it is trivial to determine if all successors or all predecessors of a state have been evaluated, since typically calculations proceed level by level, where the level of a state is the total number of observations. There might be cases where this is not appropriate, but then one could use standard traversal techniques for acyclic directed graphs to make such determinations, using space and time proportional to the number of states. (This is the same as the problem of determining a linear ordering compatible with a given partial ordering, a processes sometimes called topological sorting.) In the algorithm given in Figure 5 , it is assumed merely that one has some efficient way of determining when all predecessors have contributed.
The second phase of path induction is to use the path counts to make evaluations. Using the notation above, this can be computed as
where Ô Ø ÔÖÓ ´ µ denotes the probability that the experiment followed any single path from 0 to . For example, Ô Ø ÔÖÓ ´ Øµ Ô ´½ Ôµ Ø , where Ô is the probability of getting a head. This is shown in Figure 4 , again for the case where is the expected number of heads observed and the probability of a head is 0.6. One of the assumptions of path induction is that the probability of a path from 0 to depends only on , although this can be relaxed in certain circumstances (see Section 6.4).
To illustrate the use of path induction, suppose that one wanted to plot the expected number of heads observed in , as a function of the probability Ô of observing a head on a single toss of the coin (ignoring to run through all states to compute , repeating the entire process for each Ô being evaluated. One could also use a forward induction process which fixes a value of Ô and goes from the start state to the terminal states, finding the exact probability of reaching each state. As in backward induction, this entire process would be repeated for each value of Ô. Using path induction, one first computes È by running through all the nodes using Equation 2. Then, for each Ô value, one computes using Equation 3, which involves only terminal nodes. The advantages of path induction include the facts that there are fewer terminal states than total states and that only a single graph traversal occurs.
Note that Ô Ø ÔÖÓ ´ µ can be computed from alone, as can ´ µ. Throughout this paper, the time/space analyses assume that these can be computed for all terminal states in time that is proportional to the number of terminal states, perhaps with the aid of additional memory which is at most proportional to the number of terminal states. For example, for each Ô one may compute and store Ô and´½ Ôµ for ¼ to speed up the evaluation of Ô Ø ÔÖÓ . It is also assumed that the set of successors or predecessors of any given state can be determined in time proportional to the size of the set, as can the values of ÔÖÓ ´¡ ¡µ and Ô Ø ×´¡ ¡µ.
The evaluations being performed can be frequentist, as described above, or Bayesian. In the Bayesian case Ô Ø ÔÖÓ ´ µ, and perhaps ´ µ, would be an integral. For example, recall that a random variable Ü has a beta distribution with parameters´ µ if Ü has the following density function:
Note that when´ µ 1 ½µ, the beta distribution is simply a uniform distribution. Now, suppose that we have Bernoulli arms and that the success probability for the Ø arm is modeled as beta with parameterś µ. Then
Analyzing the time and space of repeated backward induction versus forward induction, one arrives at the following result: Theorem 2.1 is quite general, but overly pessimistic for many important classes of procedures. In the following sections the classes of fully sequential and staged sequential procedures will be considered, and it will be shown that both path and backward induction can be implemented more efficiently.
Fully Sequential Procedures
A fully sequential procedure is one in which allocation decisions are made one observation at a time. This includes the most efficient procedures possible, such as those found by dynamic programming. To simplify analysis and description, a fixed sample size Ò will be assumed and only the case of two Bernoulli arms will be considered. Extensions to other numbers and types of arms are trivial, and extensions to variable sample sizes are discussed in Section 6.2.
For two Bernoulli arms, there is a well-known approach for indexing the states and keeping the storage space small. The natural states are´× ½ ½ × ¾ ¾ µ, denoting the number of successes and failures observed on each arm. This forms an index into a 4-dimensional array, where each dimension has extent ¼ Ò . However, due to the constraint that × ½ · ½ · × ½ · ¾ Ò, only a corner of the array is utilized. To compute the values of È , it is easiest to go level by level, from level 0 to level Ò. If Ñ is the level of the states currently being examined, then ¾ Ñ × ½ ½ × ¾ ; thus one need specify only × ½ , ½ , and × ¾ . This allows one to reduce to a 3-dimensional array, rather than a 4-dimensional array, where entries are reused between levels. It is still true that only a corner of this array is being utilized, and by a slightly more complicated mapping from this corner onto a 1-dimensional array one could eliminate unused entries, reducing from´Ò · ½ µ ¿ entries to approximately Ò ¿ . However, this will not be detailed here. This approach can be used for dynamic programming, backward induction, or path induction. One must be a bit careful not to overwrite entries before their values have been used, and this requires that the loops for × ½ , ½ , and × ¾ in Figure 6 go in reverse order. These three loops can be nested in any order, as long as the upper limits are properly adjusted. The specific order used should be determined by the language, since cache performance is best if the innermost loop moves through items stored in adjacent locations. For Fortran that means that it should be the first index of the array, while for C it would mean the last index. The algorithm in Figure 6 assumes Fortran ordering.
Note that one simplification for fully sequential procedures is that 
Example of Robustness Analysis Using Path Induction
Since procedures resulting from the assumptions imposed by a Bayesian design are directly tied to the choice of prior distribution, it is useful to be able to evaluate the impact of the initial assumptions on the data analysis process. We noted in Section 1 that uniform distributions are often assumed as priors of the parameters of Bernoulli random variables. One can assess the "robustness" of such an assumption by reevaluating the procedure using several different priors. If important characteristics of the procedure remain virtually unchanged, then the initial choice of prior would not be deemed a sensitive design parameter. This is useful because results obtained using Bayesian designs are often criticized as being overly dependent on the assumptions in the prior distribution. Here we show how path induction can be used to help appraise the robustness of the prior assumptions, and we apply the approach to a nonlinear estimation problem. In this problem, we wish to estimate the mean of some polynomial function of the parameters of two Bernoulli populations. (The polynomial used in Figure 7 is the product Ô ½ £Ô ¾ .) Problems of this nature may arise, for example, when estimating the fault tolerance of a system by testing its components individually.
Since it is rarely optimal to test an equal number of components from each population, the question of how to gather a sample of fixed size Ò arises. Here, as in the clinical trial example, we assume that population parameters, Ô ½ and Ô ¾ , are independent beta random variables. Suppose that we take ´Ô ½ Ô ¾ µ to be a polynomial function of the population parameters and we use the Bayes estimator (i.e., the posterior mean of given the data), , to estimate , then our remaining problem is to determine how to sample from the different populations to minimize the integrated mean squared error (or Bayes risk) of . As in the 2-AB example, the optimal sampling procedure for this problem can be generated via dynamic programming. However, the evaluation of operating characteristics of the procedure, such as its sensitivity to the design parameters, are better carried out using path induction. This type of evaluation involves two sets of prior parameters: the design or -parameters ´ ½ ¾ µ ´ ¿ µ and the analysis or -parameters ´ ½ ¾ µ ´ ¿ µ , where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the beta parameters for arm one and 3 and 4 refer to the beta parameters for arm 2. The efficiency analysis goes as follows:
(1) Generate the optimal procedure for the -parameters.
(2) For each -parameter configuration, (2.1) compute the operating characteristic (in this case, the Bayes risk) of the procedure from (1), relative to the -parameter.
(2.2) Generate the optimal procedure for the -parameter and compute its Bayes risk.
(2.3) Define the relative efficiency to be the ratio of the risk obtained in (2.1) with that obtained in (2.2).
We determined an optimal procedure for the problem of estimating the product using the -parameters set equal to ´½ ½µ ´½ ½µ . Then, using path induction, we computed the relative efficiency, (2.3), for 25 ¿ ½ ½. Figure 7 is an interpolated surface plot based on the relative efficiencies for the 25 grid points. The data point .865 in Figure 7 , for example, which corresponds to ½ ¼ ¼½, ¾ ¼ ¼½, ¿ ½, ½ represents the relative efficiency of the procedure generated assuming the uniform distribution but evaluated using the specified -parameters versus the optimal procedure both generated and evaluated using the -parameters. The standard approach (namely backward induction) used for undertaking the repeated evaluations needed for step (2.1) requires 25 iterations of an algorithm taking ¢´AE µ time. Using the path induction algorithm requires only a single run of an initialization phase, taking ¢´AE µ time, and 25 iterations of an evaluation phase taking only ¢´AE ¿ µ time. This difference can be a significant help as the sample sizes grow.
Staged Allocations
Fully sequential procedures are the most powerful but are often rejected due to various concerns. For example, they require knowing the outcomes of previous allocations before the next allocation can be decided, and this prohibits the use of concurrent observations. Also, they are often difficult to randomize, which introduces possibilities such as selection bias [2] . Due to these concerns, investigators often prefer to use procedures that proceed in stages, where outcomes from previous stages are used to decide the number of observations from each arm for the next stage. Within a stage, however, one can incorporate concurrency and constrained randomization. Typically the number of stages is quite small, three or fewer.
Despite the basic simplicity of such procedures, their optimization and analysis is surprisingly complicated. Some design optimization issues were addressed in [10] , and analysis is addressed here. To simplify analyses, the total sample size Ò will be fixed, and it is assumed that there are stages, with Ò. This is the case of interest, and by restricting things in this manner, one needn't consider cases such as Ò (i.e., fully sequential allocation), which are approached slightly differently.
In a 1-stage allocation, the only decision is the number of observations Ò to be taken on each arm , where One of the important differences between fully sequential and staged allocation is the number of successors of each stage. For example, for Bernoulli arms, in the fully sequential case each state has two successors, while in staged allocation, if the allocation at some state is Ò observations on arm , for ¾ ½ , then that state has É´Ò · ½ µ successors, which can be ¢´´Ò µ µ. As was noted in Section 2, large numbers of successors make path induction particularly attractive. For -stage allocation with two Bernoulli arms, the total number of states can be ¢´ ¡ Ò µ, so Theorem 2.1 shows that path induction can be initialized in ¢´ ¡Ò µ time and evaluated in ¢´Ú ¡Ò ¿ µ time, versus ¢´Ú ¡ ¡Ò µ time needed for evaluation via backward induction. While the evaluation time of path induction cannot be reduced in the general case, the initialization time can be. To simplify discussion, for the rest of this section only the case of two Bernoulli arms will be analyzed. To reduce the initialization time of path induction when ¾, some notation will prove useful. Let Ò ´ µ denote the number of observations assigned to arm when the Ø stage starts at state , and let Ë denote the set of states at the end of stage (equivalently, Ë is the set of states at the start of stage · ½ ), where Ë ¼ is defined to be state 0. As will be shown, the savings possible will depend on whether the stage sizes are fixed.
Algorithms will be given showing more efficient ways to determine È values. Note, however, that by reversing the order of calculation, one would also have new algorithms for performing a single evaluation of backward induction. In the algorithm analyses, simple backward induction refers to the process of computing for Ë , then Ë ½ , and so on until Ë ¼ is reached, where at each stage one computes for all states by using Equation 1 of Section 2. It appears that this is the technique most commonly used in practice, as we know of no literature showing better algorithms. An improved implementation of backward induction refers to one based on reversing the order of evaluation of the path induction initiation. A single evaluation of an improved backward induction algorithm has the same time and space requirements as a path induction initialization algorithm, except that it does not need space to store the È values for the terminal states. The details of such an implementation are not given but follow in a straightforward manner. 
for all states´× ½ ½ × ¾ ¾ µ ¾ Ë ½´ µ make Ø observations on arm 1
for all states ¾ Ë , È´ µ È ¼´ µ 
Fixed Stage Sizes
When the stage sizes are fixed, one can greatly reduce the time and space required to an amount below that given by Theorem 2. Conceptually the evaluation of each stage can be viewed as having two steps, one representing observations on arm 1, followed by one representing observations on arm 2. In the first step, for each state
Note that × represents starting at and obtaining all Ø of the required observations on arm 1, of which × are successes, while obtaining no observations on arm 2.
After the first step is finished, only observations on arm 2 are needed. One proceeds as in the fully sequential case, updating counts from Ë ½ through Ë , except that at each intermediate state the updates occur as if the procedure selected arm 2. When the second step is finished, the È values for all states in Ë are correct. The actual implementation, shown in Figure 8 , is a bit more complicated, due to the desire to minimize space as well as time. Steps 1 and 2 are intermingled, as opposed to being in sequence. This is discussed in the proof of the following theorem. The total time of all stages for step 2 is ¢´Ò µ, since the step is essentially identical to the fully sequential case. For step 1 (i.e., the loops corresponding to making arm 1 observations), at stage it can take time proportional to the number of states at level Ñ ½ times the length of the stage. This product is proportional to the number of states in the fully sequential model from level Ñ to Ñ ·½ . Thus the time of step 1 also is at most proportional to the time of fully sequential allocation, as was claimed. Note that the evaluation phase of path induction is exactly the same as for the fully sequential case, and hence the time and space are as in Theorem 3. However, this does not occur because, for Ò ¾, no matter how large is, the sum over all states of the number of successors is less than Ò , which implies that the time is ¢´Ò µ. This simple observation can be proven by induction. ¾
Arbitrary Stage Sizes
When the stage sizes are data dependent, there is far less information that can be exploited. One can use the basic approach employed for fixed stage sizes, but must make significant changes to account for two difficulties: 
for all states ¾ Ë , È´ µ È ¼´ µ Many procedures with arbitrary stage sizes exhibit neither difficulty, but to handle all possible procedures the algorithm herein must take them into account. Because of the first difficulty, the specification of a state must incorporate stages as well as sufficient statistics. This will be done implicitly, since only the set of states corresponding to the current stage will be represented at any one time. This allows storage to be reused, just as the fact that fully sequential evaluation proceeds level by level allows one to reuse space there. However, since essentially any set of sufficient statistics might be the outcome (or intermediate state) of a given stage, the space must accommodate all possible states, not just those at a specified level.
Next, because of the second difficulty, during a stage it is not possible to do just a single pass through the levels of the states, making arm 2 observations for all states and adding arm 1 observations when their level is reached. Instead, the -loop in Figure 9 counts down through the number of arm 2 observations needed, which can be arbitrary and which are made for all stages at each iteration, not just the stages at a given level.
For a state in Ë ½ , the arm 1 observations from are added to the path counts when Ò ¾´ µ. Thus each stage takes ¢´Ò µ space, and ¢´Ò µ time. The algorithm in Figure 9 was written to emphasize conciseness and does not incorporate the simplifications for the first, second, and last stages mentioned in the proof of the theorem. While this does not affect the O-notational time and space for , in practice one may notice significant savings by incorporating such simplifications.
Extensions
Beyond those mentioned above, there is a variety of refinements and extensions possible for path induction. In this section, a few of the more important ones will be considered.
State Reduction
In practice, one of the most useful refinements is the elimination of unreachable states. For example, for the fully sequential strategy known as "play the winner" [14, 17] (or, more accurately, "play the winner/switch on a loser") for two Bernoulli arms, if a success occurs on one arm, then the arm is repeated, while if a failure occurs, then the other arm is tried. For this strategy, the number of failures on the two arms cannot differ by more than one, and hence there are only ¢´Ñ ¾ µ possible states at level Ñ, rather than the ¢´Ñ ¿ µ possible in the general case. By incorporating this knowledge, the initialization and evaluation algorithms can be improved by a factor of Ò. Additional state reductions can occur if there are stopping rules, as discussed in the following section.
Stopping Rules
Often one needs to be able to evaluate allocations with variable sample sizes, rather than the fixed sample sizes analyzed above. This can occur for both multiarm and single arm designs (without optional stopping, single arm procedures are just fixed allocations). The use of stopping rules can easily be incorporated into the algorithms of the proceeding sections, lthough they may affect the time and space analyses. For example, while it seems that all practical stopping rules have Ç´Ò ¿ µ terminal states, there exist peculiar ones, such as "stop if both arms have an even number of successes, or level Ò has been reached", that have ¢´Ò µ terminal states. Since the time of the evaluation phase of path induction is proportional to the number of terminal states, this implies that there are (unuseful) procedures that will take ¢´Ú ¡ Ò µ time for evaluation.
In some cases, stopping rules can reduce the number of terminal states to Ó´Ò ¿ µ, which, when coupled with the state reduction approach mentioned above, results in faster evaluation. For example, suppose one is evaluating vector-at-a-time allocation (taking one observation from each arm at each step) and a stopping rule that halts if the number of successes on one arm is Ö more than on the other arm, or if level Ò is reached (see [3, 7] ). Here the number of terminal states is only ¢´Ö ¡Òµ, which permits dramatically faster evaluation by path induction.
Expanding Sample Size
One unusual feature of path induction, as compared to backward induction or dynamic programming, is that it can occasionally be used to help design allocation procedures where the sample size is not known in advance. For example, one may have some criteria, such as a specified level of power or a specified width of a confidence interval, that one is trying to attain by adjusting the sample size. Often this is done by evaluating successively larger sample sizes until a size having the desired criteria is reached. The simplest way to do this is to start over for each larger sample size, but this may be quite time-consuming, especially if each sample size requires multiple evaluations.
Fortunately, many ad hoc sequential allocation rules, such as alternating allocation, play the winner (Section 6.1), randomized play the winner (Section 6.4), vector-at-a-time (Section 6.2), Thompson's rule [15] , and most myopic rules, have the property that the allocation decision at a given state is independent of the sample size. For such rules, calculations of È for small sample sizes can be continued for larger sample sizes so that one need not start over for each new sample size. In the general case, to determine È for a sample size-independent rule at sample sizes Ò ½ Ò ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò Ø takes only ¢´Ò Ø µ time, as opposed to the ¢´È Ø ½ Ò µ time that would be required if one started anew for each larger sample size.
Neither backward induction nor dynamic programming seems capable of expanding from small sample sizes to larger ones, and thus the relative advantage of path induction is magnified in such settings.
Random Allocation
For some allocation procedures, the successors of a given state are not deterministic. This requires some adjustments because the paths to a given state need not all have the same probability and the number of successors of a given state may be greatly enlarged.
To illustrate the former effect, in a simple version of randomized play the winner [16] , there is an urn with balls marked "arm 1" and "arm 2". A ball is randomly selected and returned to the urn, and that arm is tried. If the arm succeeds, then another ball of the same type is added to the urn while if it fails, then a ball of the opposite type is added. In this model, if the urn starts with 1 ball of each type, then the state (1,0,0,1) can be reached via an arm 1 ball followed by an arm 2 ball, or via arm 2 and arm 1. In the former case the probability is ½ ¾ ¡ Ô ½ ¡ ½ ¿ ¡´½ Ô ¾ µ, while in the latter case it is ½ ¾ ¡´½ Ô ¾ µ ¡ ¾ ¿ ¡ Ô ½ . The unequal probabilities can be dealt with by adjusting the path updating rules to account for the extra source of randomization. At state , if there is probability Õ´ µ of trying arm , then Õ´ µÈ´ µ is added to the states representing an additional success or failure on arm .
The expansion in the number of successors is also straightforward to accommodate, but it can greatly increase the time required to analyze staged allocation. (The time for randomized fully sequential allocation with arms is at most times larger than for the deterministic case.) For example, for two Bernoulli arms, if the first stage size is fixed at Ñ, but the number of observations on arm 1 is a random function varying from 0 to Ñ, then all ¢´Ñ ¿ µ states at level Ñ are successors of the initial state 0, as opposed to the ¢´Ñ ¾ µ successors that occur for deterministic allocation. If the stage length is also random in ¼ Ñ , then the number of successors can reach ¢´Ñ µ. These increases in the number of successors cause corresponding increases in the time required.
Note that when the stage length is random one can encounter situations where is an immediate successor of , and there is a state ¼ which is an immediate successor of and an immediate predecessor of .
Such situations cannot exist when deterministic allocation is used, but in this more general setting one must be careful to define ÔÖÓ ´ µ and Ô Ø ×´ µ with respect to reaching in a single stage, without passing through ¼ .
Switching Costs
One of the assumptions in the above analyses is that the criterion to be evaluated is determined by the terminal state. However, if the natural states are used, then there are criteria such as switching costs which cannot be evaluated. In a basic switching cost model [1, 12] , there is a fixed cost every time the experiment switches from one arm to another. For example, in a two-armed Bernoulli experiment, one might reach state (2,0,2,0) via 1, 2, or 3 switches, and the costs would vary correspondingly. Thus the natural state space is inadequate to determine the costs. To evaluate such criteria, the state space needs to be expanded, much as it is expanded to handle allocation procedures that depend on the path taken to a given state. One natural approach is to add to each state information concerning the arm most recently tried and the number of switches that have occurred so far. Thus the (2,0,2,0) state might be replaced by the six states (2,0,2,0: arm 1, 1) (2,0,2,0: arm 1, 2) (2,0,2,0: arm 1, 3) (2,0,2,0: arm 2, 1) (2,0,2,0: arm 2, 2) (2,0,2,0: arm 2, 3). The resulting evaluations for path or backward induction would be straightforward but would suffer because the state space has been greatly expanded. For example, for a fully sequential two-armed Bernoulli experiment of sample size Ò, there would be ¢´Ò µ states, with ¢´Ò µ of them being terminal. This would increase the time and space requirements by a factor of Ò.
A better approach for evaluating mean switching costs, which only expands the time and space by constant factors, is to add the information about the arm most recently tried to each state and to keep two path counts. One path count, È , is as before, and the other, È Û , is a weighted path count, where each path is multiplied by the number of switches that occurred. Thus, at any state , È Û´ µ È´ µ is the average number of switches occurring on a path from 0 to . To determine È Û , suppose one is at state and is updating information for a successor , where the subscript indicates the arm most recently tried. Then 
Final Remarks
Path induction is an aid to evaluating sequential procedures and complements other approaches such as exact or asymptotic analyses, backward induction, and dynamic programming.
Path induction is fairly flexible and is suitable for a variety of procedures (frequentist/Bayesian, fully sequential/staged sequential, fixed sample size/optional stopping, deterministic/randomized) and a variety of evaluation criteria. Several of these have been discussed here, along with various algorithms optimized for the worst case. In many situations, additional information about a procedure can be used to significantly improve upon the worst-case analyses given here. All worst-case analyses assumed that the maximum possible number of states needed to be considered, but often this is not true. Any major reduction in the number of states examined will allow a corresponding reduction in the time or space required.
Depending on the procedure and sample size, path induction can be orders of magnitude faster than previous exact computational approaches for performing multiple evaluations of a procedure. For example, for several years now we have been able to use path induction on workstations [9] to perform calculations that had previously been done using backward induction on supercomputers [5] . This speed encourages more extensive analysis and visualization of designs, helping users achieve better optimizations and tradeoffs among multiple criteria.
As another example of the restrictiveness of the computational space and time constraints, Jones [11] , in 1992, computed results for the 2-AB problem that we described in Section 1. In this paper [11] , the author acknowledges that his calculations could only be carried out for a sample of size Ò ¾ and he explicitly noted that this was due to computational constraints. Working contemporaneously, the we obtained the results in [9] for Ò ½ ¼. These results were for a sequential model nearly identical to the one used by Jones, although the calculations for [9] included criteria that required approximately 100 evaluations per procedure, while the former required only a couple of evaluations per procedure. Thus, in terms of the algorithms used in [11] , the work in [9] solved problems approximately´½ ¼ ¾ µ ¡ ½¼¼ ½¼¼ ¼¼¼ times harder. 1 While an advantage of a factor of 10 or so was obtained by using a workstation (a modest Sun 3/60) as opposed to a (presumed) personal computer, and some advantage was obtained by having an implementation that tried to maximize processor efficiency, most of the advantage came from using a far more efficient algorithm, namely path induction instead of backward induction.
Finally, although the emphasis here has been to show the utility of path induction over backward induction whenever multiple evaluations are required, we also show how to improve the implementation of backward induction for analyzing staged allocation procedures. The algorithms for determining È values appearing in Section 5 can be reversed to yield algorithms for backward induction. These algorithms are faster than standard implementations by a factor of Ò or more, and apparently are superior to any previously appearing in the literature. However, it will still be true that one should use path induction, instead of the improved backward induction, if multiple evaluations are required.
